
Shows are over. You managed to
drag yourself back home to
answer a ton of e-mails and

sort through an endless wad of busi-
ness cards and notes-to-self before
attempting to fulfill all the promises
you made in the heat of the deal.
Ultimately, things will settle down
and get back to normal. You can start
to think about all the things that
need to go right for you to have a
successful year. Like your marketing
plan.

You knew I’d get around to that,
but let’s face it, it’s hard to think
about an August ad right now, the
season just ended…or did it actually
just start. Then the phone rings and
it’s a key distributor asking for your
full page ad for his catalog that has a
deadline next week. No question
about it, the season just STARTED
for you.

Now you can do one of two
things. You can react to every

request, a sure way to increase stress
and the potential for mistakes; or
you can take a look at the big picture
and anticipate and plan for what’s
ahead. No question, the latter is bet-
ter, but where do you start? How long
is the list? How do you sort out the
needs from the wants and the “must
do’s” from the “I can live without’s”?

After decades of watching the
marketing years go by, the pre-
dictability of it all eventually rises up
and smacks you right between the
eyes. Lists form. Dates are added.
Anticipation kicks in. Things fall into
place, even for someone as hard
headed as I am. 

A full fledged discussion of every
thing you need to do this year is well
beyond the scope of a magazine arti-
cle, and besides, it’s one of the things
that helps us agency guys earn our
money. But, at the risk of giving away
too much information, it is possible
to offer you a list of things that will
require your attention. Remember, I
said, “list”. If you want dates, a cohe-
sive message that contributes to
branding goals, well conceived
materials and someone to keep it on
track…well, call me.

Actually, the list is imposing
enough on its own. It really adds per-
spective to how far reaching your
marketing effort can be, and how
easy it is to overlook something that
can become more important than
you think. Let’s get started.

You have three customers; dis-
tributors, dealers and consumers
and your marketing list must include
each one if the product is to make a
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Planning, conceptual work, 
production, media scheduling
implementation and tracking.

Product name proposals, package
design, logo development, print 
supervision, blister mold development
boxes, cards, stickers. 

Design and production of
caps, jackets, key rings etc.

Organization and execution of
proposed Press Relations campaigns

Design and production of product
literature and related line art including
catalogs, flyers, sales promo pieces etc.

Coordinate and supervise
development of web objectives 
and work with third party
vendors to create and maintain
an effective web presence.

Create and execute goals for
trade show participation. Design and
produce trade show booths and
related graphics and literature.

WEB SITE
DEVELOPMENT
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successful journey. Each one must
have a favorable impression of your
product yet each one’s favor is culti-
vated a different way. There is, how-
ever, a single magic bullet that gives
every one of these customers a
warm, fuzzy feeling about you. It’s
called consumer demand. If hunters
want it, everyone will stock it. WOW,
is that simple. And true. So, if you
have a limited budget, make sure
you have the consumer list taken
care of FIRST, then worry about the
other tiers of distribution. So, let’s
start with consumers, or bowhunters
as we like to call them.

I’ll be brief here since most of
the information is right on the chart.
Your consumer ad dollars reach the
ultimate buyer. It’s important stuff
for your long term branding. Go
ahead and make cheap copies of
your dealer price list on plain paper,
but spend some of your budget here
on good looking ads and materials
that will get you down the road to

success. There are only seven items
on this chart, but there will be some-
thing to do every day of the year.

The second chart is all about the
dealer. His number one concern is
the first chart, because that’s what
creates traffic and demand in his
store. But, he deserves a good
amount of your attention (and bud-
get) because fostering good will with
dealers will make everything you do
down the road exponentially easier.
In other words, dealers will support
products they trust. Start them out
with product that is well marketed
and moves off the shelf and BOOM,
next year’s new product is a shoe-in.

The third effort that deserves
attention is your distributor cam-
paign. You guessed it, they are most

interested in how you handle chart 1
and 2, but they are, after all, the ship-
ping point and very important to
your future so cooperate the best
you can. Do as much as the budget
allows. Not considering the expense
of trade shows, as part of the
ad/marketing budget, is a mistake;
so include it in your overall budget. 

There you have it. An inside look
at most of the things an agency will
address in dealing with your
account. Other things will pop up
and there may be a good number of
these items you choose not to do
early on. The sooner you get to a
complete program, the better off
you’ll be and the more secure your
future will begin to look.  

Create and publish an acceptable
and consistent co-op program 
available to all distributors on an
equal basis.  

Produce and print pricing
and related "program"
literature.   

Create and publish the clients
guidelines for ad allowance 
participation.

Organize and budget participation 
in distributor shows. Create "show
specials" and print related offers.

Determine an acceptable level of 
participation and produce literature
to support allowance programs.    

Plan and budget participation 
in regional shows. Produce literature
to support show goals. 

Organize, plan and implement
in-store promos with retailers.
"Package" the plan for use with 
a variety of stores.   

Research, develop, produce and
plan media to reach dealers in
a timely and consistent way.      

Budget entertainment expense 
for shows and promos. 

Suggest contest formats that
have been successful. Plan 
and execute the contest with
the dealer.
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